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This paper concerns the analysis opportunities for data about movement of objects through spatial checkpoints. Checkpoint data is generated by an object’s
movement past fixed sensors distributed throughout geographic space, and includes such data as generated by road-toll gantries, social media check-ins,
wifi hotspots, and smart cards in buildings or public transport. The inherent
and fixed spatial granularity of checkpoint data makes it challenging to use
many movement analytics tools, which frequently rely on precise coordinate
locations. However, this spatial granularity also brings advantages in linking
movement more closely to its environmental context, in particular the characteristics of the regions through which an object is moving. In this paper we
propose a general model for representing checkpoint data about moving objects, based on two fundamentally different types of sensors, transaction and
proximity. Experiments using real movement data illustrate the diversity of
queries that can be efficiently supported by our model. In particular, an example movement classification task, identifying vehicle type from checkpoint
data about vehicle movement, provides an illustration of the opportunities for
more closely linking movement and environmental context through checkpoint
data analysis.
Keywords: spatial checkpoint; movement analytics; imprecision; movement classification;
data modelling; context awareness;

1.

Introduction

There exists a wealth of research on analytics for data about movement trajectories,
often defined as a “point objects whose locations are known at t consecutive time steps”
(Gudmundsson et al. 2007). By contrast, analytics of checkpoint movement data is less
well-studied. Checkpoint data arises from the observation of the time of an object’s
movement past sensors at known locations distributed throughout space.
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Examples of scenarios that can generate checkpoint data include:
• a mobile device’s wifi connection information as it moves through a public building
covered by Wi-Fi access points;
• a vehicle’s detection at a sequence of toll gantries over a toll road;
• an individual’s sequence of social media check-ins and credit card swipes in shops
during a city shopping spree.
The distinguishing feature of checkpoint data is that the movement of an object is only
observed when it travels through the field of observation of sensors at known locations
in space (or in the case of social-media check-ins, simulacra of such sensors).
Many of today’s movement analysis techniques are targeted specifically at trajectory
data. For example, Qu et al. (1998) proposed to extract movement patterns by first dividing movement into units of fixed length of time. When determining a moving object’s
transportation mode, Biljecki et al. (2013) considers speed profile as well as available
transportation infrastructures, which only suits fine-grained movement data like GPS
data. Dodge et al. (2012) define symbolic representations of movement based on movement parameters which might only be available for trajectory data.
However, the variable temporal and spatial precision of checkpoint data make such
movement analysis techniques inappropriate or unusable for checkpoint data. On the
other hand, checkpoint-based movement data can provide high temporal and even spatial accuracy. Further, checkpoint data, with checkpoints frequently positioned at salient
locations in space, provide useful considerable potential for analysis. Consider the traveler’s use of a public transport smart card. Each “fix” (i.e., card read) is typically recorded
at high temporal and spatial accuracy at salient locations (such as entries to stations or
trains), even though the spatial and temporal granularity of the fixes over the course of
the data may be too coarse for conventional trajectory-based movement analysis.
In this paper we argue that a key reason for this gap is the lack of a simple, generalpurpose framework for representing and processing the wide diversity of checkpoint data.
As a result we propose a unified framework for representing checkpoint-based movement
data and its relationship to the geographic environment in which movement occurs. The
framework is adaptable to the granularity of the data, avoiding the need to overspecify
(coordinate) locations or interpolate movement between observations.
Following a review of the relevant literature, including movement ontology, movement data mining, and context aware movement analytics (Section 2), Section 3 sets
out our data model and analytical framework for checkpoint-based movement analytics. Section 4 describes experiments that demonstrates the flexibility and usefulness of
checkpoint-based movement analytics both for basic spatio-temporal queries as well as a
more sophisticated movement classification task.

2.

Background

Knowledge extracted from objects’ movement has proven useful in many applications,
such as analysis of tourist trajectories for destination recommendation (Versichele et al.
2014, Zheng et al. 2012, Popescu and Grefenstette 2011); analysis of vehicle movement
patterns for traffic prediction and route planning (Wang et al. 2013, Lippi et al. 2010); and
analysis of animals’ movement patterns and its relationship to their environment (Nathan
2008, Humphries et al. 2010). The growing wealth of movement data sources is only set
to increase the importance of movement analytics into the future.
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However, the body of movement analytics research overwhelmingly takes (GPS) trajectory data as its starting point. Other sources of checkpoint data, such as wireless
communications data, access card, or smart card usage, may not have been designed for
tracking objects, but provides an important and growing source of diverse data about
movement. Examples of instances of studies that focus specifically on such data include
using wifi networks for understanding human mobility (Sapiezynski et al. 2015); using
Bluetooth technology for studying human dynamics at both indoor and outdoor mass
events (Versichele et al. 2012, Delafontaine et al. 2012, Stange et al. 2011); and analyzing
the movement of tagged fish moving past riverbank radio receivers (Bleisch et al. 2014,
Both et al. 2013). In terms of the mechanics for tracking, whether WiFi or Bluetooth,
movement consists of a sequence of observations of device identities at known infrastructure locations (e.g., access points) with associated timestamps. These data sources
exemplify the type of “checkpoint” data examined in this paper.
More specifically, Wang et al. (2015) categorized movement observation data into four
types based on Lagrangian versus Eulerian perspectives on the well-known object versus
field dichotomy. The Lagrangian perspective considers changes in a moving object’s location, while the Eulerian perspective describes movement as location changes relative to
fixed observation points in space (Wang et al. 2015, Laube 2014, Merki and Laube 2012).
Our focus in this paper is what Wang et al. (2015) term “spatial checkpoints”: movement
as a spatially distributed time-series, derived from a spatial framework of checkpoints
(i.e., a field) from which movement is observed (i.e., an Eulerian point-of-view).
Increasingly, however, the focus of movement analytics research is moving away from
the intrinsic properties of the movement itself (such as the geometry of trajectories), and
toward analysis of movement in context, by linking movement data to data about the
underlying environment through which movement occurs. For example, speed profiles
are widely used for describing vehicle or animal movements, for classification or clustering (Dodge et al. 2012, 2008). In such cases, however, truly meaningful classifications
must also account for the environmental context for movement, such as whether vehicles
are moving through heavy traffic or fish are swimming up or down stream. The space
through which movement occurs is similarly a key aspect of the context for movement.
Networks are the most commonly used conceptual model of the space of movement (Abraham and Sojan Lal 2012, Biljecki et al. 2013, Brinkhoff 2002). However, other models for
movement spaces include Euclidean homogeneous space, constrained Euclidean space,
space-time aquarium, heterogeneous field space, and irregular tessellation (Laube 2014).
An example ecological application of such context-aware movement analytics include
Humphries et al. (2010), who discovered that marine predators’ different movement patterns (Lévy or Brownian) can be explained by the environmental context. Marine predators are more likely to perform Lévy-flight movement when the water is less productive
and vice versa. The difficulty for today’s tools of linking animal movement behavior with
physical data of habitats is highlighted by Patterson et al. (2009).
Trajectories have been enriched with semantics and domain-driven geographic information where stops or semantic episodes are first extracted from trajectories as building
blocks for semantic patterns (Bogorny and Wachowicz 2009, Yan et al. 2011). Semantic patterns can be independent of spatial trajectory patterns, which enables discovery
of meaningful domain knowledge. The semantics enrichment frameworks (Bogorny and
Wachowicz 2009, Yan et al. 2011) are only applicable to trajectory data where stops
and moves can be identified. For checkpoint-based movement data, each measurement is
unambiguously linked with a semantic meaning depending on the purpose of the sensors.
In this paper, we propose a new analytical framework capable of representing a wide
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range of checkpoint-based movement data, including both transaction (point-based) and
proximity (area-based) checkpoints. The framework also provides mechanisms to augment movement with semantics and contextual geographic information. Finally, the
framework supports efficient basic queries as building blocks for more sophisticated data
mining algorithms.

3.

Model

As argued above, movement data structured as checkpoints is fundamentally different
to the more common trajectory data. Where the latter represents object movement as
sequences of points in space through time, checkpoint-based movement data is recorded
as the times of passing fixed and potentially salient positions in space.
Further, in this paper we make a further fundamental distinction between two different
types of checkpoints, transaction sensors and presence sensors:
• Transaction sensors provide instantaneous observations of an object’s movement past
a specific point or boundary in space. One example for transaction sensor is electronic
toll gantry, such that the time and identity of each passing vehicle is captured.
• Presence sensors provide durative observations of an object’s presence within a spatial
region for a period of time. For example, an infrared sensor in a room may be regarded
as a presence sensor, observing the times during which a person remains in a room.
We note that “checkpoint” is not an especially apt term for either of these types of
sensors. Presence sensors monitor special regions rather than points; and in practice even
transaction sensors are more usually boundaries (or “gateways”) rather than strictly
points. However, checkpoint remains a widely used to term, and lacking an obvious
alternative we too will continue to refer to these non-punctual sensors as checkpoints.
The distinction between transaction and present sensors is important because it leads
to quite different types of observations. Based on this distinction, the following sections
incrementally construct a precise data model to represent data from these two different
types of sensors, as well their relationship with the environmental context of movement.

3.1.

Preliminaries

To capture checkpoint-based movement and its environmental context, our data model
relies on two key components: observations of movement; and a cordon network.

Observations of movement fall naturally into two classes, based on our distinction
between transaction and presence sensors. For a transaction sensor, an atomic observation of movement (later called a transaction record ) can be represented as a tuple
hct , i, t, Ai, where ct is the identity of a transaction sensor; i is the identity of a moving
object; t represents the instantaneous timestamp at which the the object i was observed
moving past ct ; and A is a (possibly empty) set of environmental attributes that may
be associated with the observation (such as speed, direction, and so forth). Similarly,
for a presence sensor an atomic observation of movement (presence record ) is a tuple
hcp , i, ts , te , Ai, with cp the identity of a presence sensor; and [ts , te ] the timestamps for
the beginning and end times during which the object i was observed as present in the
region monitored by cp .
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A cordon network is a graph
Geometry embedding includes the positions of checkpoints as well as the underlying
space where movements take place. It is the fixed information which is valid for all movement instances. For example, in order to represent vehicle movements, it is necessary to
store each sensor’s location and the street network in which vehicles perform their movements. Geometry embedding associated with checkpoints are the features of checkpoints,
for transaction sensors it represents the coordinates of the checkpoints, while sensing
area of each checkpoint should be recorded for presence sensors. Geometry embedding
related to background space provides information about how objects can might move
between checkpoints, that might be a street network for network-constrained movement
while it can be connectivity network for indoor environment.
One typical example of background space geometry embedding is transportation network for vehicle movement. A movement instance happens in a transportation network is
constrained by the structure of the network, no matter observed by presence sensors like
cellular access point or transaction sensors like toll gantries. A transportation network is
formally defined below for easement of latter usage.
Transportation network is a graph G = (V, E) with V being set of vertexes and E
being set of edges. Transaction sensors are represented by points located on edges of the
transportation network which are able to record any object moving by. For simplicity,
and without a loss of generality, it is assumed that each edge can accommodate at most
one transaction sensor as it is always possible to insert a virtual vertex between any
two sensors on the same edge. This correspondence relation will be given by functions:
fST oE : S → E which gives the edge of a sensor and fEHasS : E → {T rue, F alse} which
checks whether an edge has a sensor.

3.2.

Movement representations

In a system with presence sensors, a piece of movement consists of a sequence of presence
sensor records each associated with a region representing the sensing area of the presence
sensor. Therefore, the movement can be visualized as a sequence of regions which may
not be as precise as if the movement was pined down to lines but the representation is
accurate and covers almost the whole timespan of the movement instance.
However, for a tracking system based on transaction sensors, observation records come
like GPS trajectory samples that only give snapshots of movement and usually with
coarse and non-uniform sampling rates, which makes it hard to portrait the movement
between known observation points. By integrating observation records and geometry
embeddings, a piece of movement recorded by transaction sensors can also be represented
as presence records as for the presence sensor would provide or vice versa. We propose
a structure called cordon network to capture the mobility constraints the background
environment pose on moving objects thus narrow down possibilities for where an objects
can be between known points.
cordon network is the core mechanism for representing the relationship between each
pair of checkpoints. It is a network structure within which each vertex is a container
of movement in which moving objects can stay for period of time. An edge connecting
two vertexes indicates the possibility of an direct transaction between two movement
containers which happens instantly. Therefore, at any time, a object should always have
a vertex representing its location. This setting enables a direct mapping between network
elements and sensors, that each transaction represented by an edge is the observation of
a transaction sensor while an area represented by a vertex is monitored by a presence
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sensor.
Before formally defining a cordon network based on a transportation network, several
functions regarding movement within a network have to be defined first:
• Pass through: A path (vi , . . . , vj ), vx ∈ V , passes through sensor sx ⇐⇒ fST oE (sx ) is
a segment of path (vi , . . . , vj ).
• Directly connected : For any pair of (vi , vj ), vx ∈ V , vi and vj is directly connected when
exists path(vi , . . . , vj ) passes through no sensor.
Directly connected, later denoted as ∼, is an equivalence relation on vertex set V , since
given a, b ∈ V and a ∼ b,
• a ∼ a: this is obvious as an object’s stationary will not be sensed by any sensors;
• a ∼ b ⇐⇒ b ∼ a: this is true as the transportation network we assume here is an
undirected graph;
• a ∼ b and b ∼ c ⇒ a ∼ c: given path(a, . . . , b) passes through no sensor and
path(b, . . . , c) passes through no sensor, there must be a path(a, . . . , b, . . . , c) passes
through no sensor;
This equivalence relation makes a partition of vertex set V , which is a union of pairwise
disjoint and jointly exhaustive subsets of vertexes or called cordon regions later on.
Cordon network : Gc = (Vc , Ec ), when there is an invertible function fI : Ec → S
mapping between edges and transaction sensors and each v ∈ Vc represents a cordon
region.
Cordoned region: For any sensor sx ∈ S sitting on edge (vi , vj ), it connects two cordoned
regions [vi ] = {v : v ∈ V and v ∼ vi } and [vj ] = {v : v ∈ V and v ∼ vj }, therefore
Vc = {[v] : v ∈ V }

(1)

It is possible that [vi ] = [vj ], in which case sx does not provide interesting enough
information as other transaction sensors, which will later be referred to as a weak transaction sensor. The number of transaction sensors and the proportion of weak transaction
sensors will certainly affect the partition result. This is in fact a granularity problem that
a system with more non-weak transaction sensors can give a finer resolution portrait of
a piece of movement. While granularity issue is going to be discussed later separately,
there will be no special explanation about the effect of weak transaction sensors for the
rest of the paper.
While each vertex in cordon network represents an equivalence class in transportation
network, edges for cordon network are determined by edges in transportation network
accommodating sensors that connect two equivalence classes.
Ec = {([vi ], [vj ]) : ∃vx ∈ [vi ], vy ∈ [vj ], (vx , vy ) ∈ E and fEHasS (vx , vy )}

(2)

As can be seen in Figure 1, the transportation network is partitioned by transaction
sensors (grey nodes with radio signal signs) set on edges of the network. The transportation network is separated into 5 cordoned regions, each with a different colour. A moving
object cannot move from one cordoned region to another without being sensed by one of
the checkpoints, meaning the path one took from the source location in one region to the
destination location in another region mast pass through at least one transaction sensor.
Meanwhile, locations in the same region are directly connected as defined. The cordon
network extracted from this transportation network and cordons is shown in Figure 1.
Since each checkpoint is a transaction sensor and represented as an edge, the extracted
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Figure 1. Example of a transportation network partitioned by checkpoints (a) and induced cordon network (b)

cordon network is a multi-graph with loops.
Being defined in this way does not mean that the cordon network can be structured with
ease. Given underlying network-based space and observation records from transaction
sensors as input, the algorithm designed for the purpose is presented below.
Algorithm 1 is based on breadth-first graph search algorithm that start from a random
edge that has a transaction sensor fitted. Each end vertex of the edge will initiate a
breadth-first search which will stop whenever it reaches a transaction sensor. Vertexes
visited in a single breadth-first search will be grouped as a single area represented as a
vertex in the result cordon-network. Any potential breadth-fist search initiator is recorded
by queue Q. For any transaction sensor visited during a breadth-first search, the other
end (vertex) of the sensor edge if unvisited can be put into queue Q as new initiator. This
ensures all vertexes can be visited and all vertexes in one connected component (without
being disconnected by cordons) will form a single group. This proposed algorithm has the
same complexity as breadth-first search algorithm which is O(V + E), among which V is
the number of vertexes while E is the number of edges for the underlying transportation
network. The linear complexity of the algorithm makes this checkpoint framework easy
to be practiced without expensive added computation overhead.

3.3.

Generalization

Using transaction sensors for monitoring network-constrained movement is a common
scenario of checkpoint-based movement. There are several real-world applications can be
well-represented by the proposed model and benefit from the integration of background
geographic information. To demonstrate how this model works, a few application cases
are showed below.
When monitoring vehicle movement on a street network, toll gantries placed on roads
can serve as transaction sensors, thus movement would be originally represented as a
sequence of toll records. In the proposed model, the street network is partitioned by toll
sensors into identifiable regions where each toll record means a transaction between two
neighboring regions while the timestamps imply the time for the object to exit one region
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Figure 2. Indoor environment fitted with checkpoints (a) and induced cordon network (b)

as well as to enter the other. As a result, a movement instance can be represented as
not only a sequence of transactions the object made but also a sequence of regions the
object has passed with temporal features for each region.
Cordon network, even illustrated with network-constrained movement, can also be used
for other movement scenarios. For example, in an indoor environment, intuitively, rooms
are containers of movement as they are identifiable space with walls as as boundaries.
Following that thought, doors connecting spaces can act as transaction sensors which
are represented as edges in cordon network. In practice, transaction information can be
recorded by sensors on doors such as access control systems, while presence data can be
generated by surveillance cameras located inside rooms. For a fully monitored environment, a cordon network can be perceived as adjacency network reflecting floor layout. As
showed in Figure 2, (a) is a floor plan of an indoor environment, both transaction sensors
(e.g. RFID readers on doors that require an access card to open a door) and presence
sensors (e.g. surveillance cameras in rooms) can be installed. Following the same rule
that transaction sensors connect two cordon regions, cordon network can be induced as
Figure 2(b) that each room is a vertex while doors between closed spaces are edges in
cordon network. Unlike transaction sensors, cameras can provide video footages showing
objects’ movement including basic knowledge of when does an object enter or leave the
area covered by the the frame. Therefore, presence sensors and transaction sensors provide equivalent information about objects’ movement when cordon network is applied,
and one can be deducted from the other. The movement denoted by the dashed line in
the graph, captured by surveillance cameras, can be represented as a sequence of connected regions — [G, E, F, G, C], each accompanied with temporal features, while the
same information can be captured by transaction sensors by recording when does the
object passing through doors.
To relax the constraint even more, unconstrained movement monitored by presence
sensors is also suitable for cordon network. For example, movement space has cellular
network coverage can be partitioned by service area of each cell tower, movement of
devices which uses cellular network service can be recorded when they change cells. In
this case, each cell tower is a presence sensor that is aware of an object’s entering and
exiting events of its service area. Thus each cell is a vertex in a cordon network, while
edges of the cordon network are determined by adjacency relation between cells.
As illustrated above, the essence of the checkpoint perceptive and cordon network is
that the space of interest is a partition of cordon regions (either surrounded by physical
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Figure 3. Database implementation of cordon network and accessory relations

boundaries or is distinguishable cognitively), thus object movement can be interpreted
as a sequence of cordon regions being passed with time periods movement observed in
each region.
Now that movement can be mapped to fixed regions and points in space, it is easy
to annotate movement with environmental information via cordon regions and cordons.
For example, physical features of the environment collected by the same transaction
sensors which observes movement transaction can be attached to the transaction record.
Features related to points in a cordon region or to an area within the cordon region can
be the annotation of the segment of movement that happened in the cordon region, with
needs for extra domain-specific feature interpolation algorithms. Thus, features can be
attached to each area segment of a movement as well as the entire piece of the movement.
In essence, the proposed model is point-based and area-based representations of movement which can be transformed into each other with the assistance of cordon network.

3.4.

Implementation

In terms of implementation, observation records, geometry embeddings and cordon network can be put into database in the form of tabular data, which would make further query and data mining practices more structured and easier. The relations showed
in 3 give basic necessary information for the model to work. Among those relations,
“Checkpoint”, “Street Network Edge”, “Cordon Region” and “Cordon Network Edge”
are static information that do not get updated as long as the infrastructure stays the
same, while observation records generated by sensors when movement being performed
are stored in relation “Transaction Record” and “Presence Record”.
One instance of using these relations is showed here to demonstrate how the movement
in Figure 1(a) is actually represented. The geometry embeddings of transportation network space stored in a database is showed if Figure 4 that the relation showed in table
(a) is a conventional representation of a transportation network with each row record
for one edge including start node ID and end node ID. Table (b) in Figure 4 gives the
relation between transaction sensors and road segments.
The relations for storing movement observations are presented in Figure 5, table (a)
shows sample movement observed by transaction sensors while table (b) illustrates how
the data are stored when the same movement observed by equivalent presence sensors.
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moving object ID
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(a) Transaction Record
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Figure 5. Example observation records of a movement instance: (a) from transaction sensors; (b)
from presence sensors
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A
B
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Figure 6. Relations for representing cordon network

Two relations are generated based on geometry embeddings to represent cordon network. Table (a) in Figure 6 maps each road segment to a cordon region it belongs to,
and the geometry of a cordon region can be seen as the union of all the road segments in
that region. This bit of information is part of “Street Network Edge” in the ER-model.
Table (b) shows the connectivity information of cordon network by providing vertexes
and edges of the network. With the cordon network structure, point-based observation
records can be transformed into area-based representation or vice versa. Table (a) may
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not be necessary for movement not constrained by network space, for example indoor
movement, in that case, only cordon network is required to transform movement between
point-based representation and area-based representation.

4.

Experiment & Result

The experiments is designed to demonstrate the process of working with the new cordon
network data structure, thus some assumptions have been made in data preprocessing
and movement pattern mining task should not affect the soundness of the data structure
itself. Likewise, the techniques and parameters we use for classification might not be
optimal as they only serve to show how cordon network data structure can benefit extracting knowledge out of movement data. Two experiments are showed below with one
focusing on how basic queries can be performed with the cordon network data structure
while the other compares classification results between using observation records only
and combining observation records and street network information to show how cordon
network can provide extra bit of information.

4.1.

Data

Checkpoint-based movement data, despite its prevalence, few instance of it is
publicly available, not to mention we need ground truth classification information to build our experiment upon. Therefore, we take the eCourier dataset
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecourier) and transform it into checkpoint-based
movement records based on simulated transaction sensors on London street network.
The situation we imitate is that there are checkpoints (e.g. traffic cameras) installed
on several roads of a street network , any vehicle passing by a checkpoint will be recorded
with timestamps and the ID of the vehicle. In order to transform the data, trajectory is
first sliced into trajectory segments where GPS points are temporally apart (i.e. more
than 30 minutes apart). Then trajectories as sequences of GPS points will be put through
filter to filter out anomaly points before being map matched to street network. Based on
the street network based movement, it can be inferred when a courier vehicle passing by
checkpoints seated at fixed points on roads. The inference is based on a simple assumption
that vehicle moves with constant speed between two known map-matched points. The
temporal error can be neglected when GPS data is granular, in our case 10 seconds. As
a result, movement will be represented as records of objects’ appearance at fixed points.
There is no constraint on where fixed transaction sensors can be, any settings of sensor
layout can be used for constracting cordon network though granularity varies. In the
experiment, to simplify the data, none sensor is weak transaction sensor, as we can
always ignore observation records from weak transaction in real case. Graph partitioning
algorihtm is used to determine the locations of transaction sensors. Specifically, METIS
(http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/metis/metis/overview) is used to select a set
of edges to cut so that the network space can be partitioned into parts of similar sizes.
METIS takes the number of aspired parts as a parameter and gives edges to be cut
in return. For simplicity, without losing generality, we install transaction sensors in the
middle of those edges meaning an observation record is generated whenever a moving
object passing the middle point of the edges.
The original eCourier trajectory dataset contains millions of GPS points. After being
filtered and segmented, it is turned into about 13000 segments of trajectory which are
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Checkpoint

Figure 7. Study area partitioned into 50 cordon regions

relatively long (more than 500 seconds) and at least 3 minutes apart from each other.
Based on observation, eCourier vehicles can occasionally lose GPS records and have
their locationed recorded minutes later, so 3 minutes is a reasonable temporal gap for
segmenting trojectories. Other parameters chosen for segmentation and map matching
are based on common knowledge. For example, GPS points 30 meters away from street
network will be considered as error points and will be filtered out as 30 meters is a
commonly used GPS accuracy parameter. Also, two consecutive GPS points can only be
300 meters away at most as a vehicle is not likely travelling in a faster speed in an urban
environment.

4.2.

Constructing cordon network

A study area including a few suburbs near central London is chosen for
the experiments. Based on street network information from OpenStreetMap
(https://www.openstreetmap.org) and locations of checkpoints, the cordon network
can be constructed using Algorithm 1. Figure 7 shows an overview of the study area,
while based on the checkpoints, showed as small triangles in the figure, the study area
can be partitioned into 50 cordon regions, marked with lines of different shades and
thicknesses in the figure. Each region will be matched to a vertex in cordon network.
Apparently, the number of cordon regions is determined by the number of checkpoints
and the layout of the checkpoints, which we assume we have the full control of for the
experiments.
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Example queries

Most movement analytics are composed with basic spatio-temporal queries, which also
in fact are most demanded functionality for most practical applications. As summarised
by Andrienko et al. (2011), movement consists of three factors: objects, space, and time.
Accordingly, basic queries can be categorized by which factor is the focus.
(1) Focused on objects: spatial and temporal characteristics of specified objects;
(2) Focused on space: characteristics of locations in terms of objects and time;
(3) Focused on time: characteristics of a time period in terms of objects and their
spatial layout.
Three example questions are used to represent the three perspectives:
(1) Whether vehicle v1 has been to region r1 ? If yes, when was it?
Since movement can be represented as sequences of regions, the query becomes
strait forward that only string comparison or integer comparison on vehicle ID
and region ID has to be performed. Specifically, based on area-based observation
relation — OBSV(VEHICLE ID, REGION ID, ENTER TIME, EXIT TIME),
the query can be represented with relational algebra:
πEN T ER T IM E,EXIT

T IM E (σV EHICLE ID=v1 (σREGION ID=r1 (OBSV

)))

(2) Where was vehicle v1 during the time period [t1 , t2 ]?
The query is performed on the area-based observation records of the movement
that passing regions with the time period overlapping with [t1 , t2 ] will be considered as candidate regions. The spatial union of all the candidate regions will be
the final result meaning that it is only possible for the vehicle to appear in the
union region but not outside. The query can also be represented with relational
algebra:
πREGION

ID (σEXIT T IM E>t1 &EN T ER T IM E<t2 (σV EHICLE ID=v1 (OBSV

)))

(3) Which vehicles are in region r1 during the time period [t1 , t2 ]?
Similarly, based on area-based observation records, a set of vehicles can be determined:
πV EHICLE

ID (σEXIT T IM E>t1 &EN T ER T IM E<t2 (σREGION ID=r1 (OBSV

)))

A more complicated query built based on basic queries is to find out meet-up instances:
Has vehicle v1 and v2 ever met? If yes, when and where? First, candidate regions are
determined by intersect the two set of regions the two vehicles have passed. For each
candidate region, active time periods for both vehicles are compared to check if there are
overlaps. Since every region is being labeled, there is no spatial operation being involved
in the process, the query is considerably more efficient than meet-up queries for trajectory
data. The result of a meet-up query can be visualized as Figure 8, in which the regions
highlighted with gray line represent the trace of one vehicle while the regions represented
by black dashed lines are the trace of the other one and possible meet-up locations can
only be in regions of black thick lines. The operation is performed in relational database,
which can be represented with SQL syntax:
SELECT vehicle1.REGION_ID,
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Figure 8. One example of meet-up query

max(vehicle1.ENTER_TIME, vehicle2.ENTER_TIME) AS start_time,
min(vehicle1.EXIT_TIME, vehicle2.EXIT_TIME) AS end_time
FROM (SELECT * FROM OBSERVATION WHERE VEHICLE_ID = v1) AS vehicle1,
(SELECT * FROM OBSERVATION WHERE VEHICLE_ID = v2) AS vehicle2
WHERE vehicle1.REGION_ID = vehicle2.REGION_ID
AND vehicle1.ENTER_TIME < vehicle2.EXIT_TIME
AND vehicle2.ENTER_TIME < vehicle1.EXIT_TIME

4.4.

Benchmark Classification

Movement data are useful in various ways, one important application is to defer one
object’s characters based on its movement pattern. This task is usually accomplished by
classification that objects tend to have the same character when they move in the same
way, according to the first law of geography.
In the original dataset, each courier vehicle is labeled with its vehicle type (e.g. van,
motorbike or pushbike). The hypothesis for the dataset is that different courier vehicle
types have different delivery movement patterns, for instance, a van is more likely to
carry more goods thus covers large delivery area to deliver all packages while pushbike
may be assigned to more packed streets and has to go back to warehouse more frequently
to fetch more packages. It is expected for a valid classification system to group movement
instances of the same vehicle type together. For the first experiment, we would first explore how well the original trajectory data of movement is able to capture the similarities
between movements performed by vehicles of the same type.
Among various trajectory classification literatures, only a small amount of classifiers
rely on geometry movement trajectories only. The particular classifier used here is inspired by Sharma et al. (2010), Toohey and Duckham (2015). A nearest neighbor classifier
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calculates the distances between a piece of trajectory to be classified and a set of trajectories whose vehicle types are known, then takes the vehicle type of the closest neighbor
as the vehicle type for the unknown trajectory. The distance metric used here is DTW,
which concentrates on the similarity in terms of the sequence of places objects have
been regardless of speed difference. As DTW is a particularly time-consuming metric
to calculate, only a set of trajectory instances are used in this experiment. Particularly,
2000 trajectories are randomly chosen, 5 vehicle types (i.e. large motorbike, large van,
motorbike, pushbike and van) are equally populated. 75% of the trajectories are used as
samples with known vehicle type as training data for the classifier while the rest 25% are
used for accuracy test.
The result of the experiment is shown in Table 1, the average classification accuracy
is not very good as suggested by the average f1-score (0.36) while a random guess can
yield a classification accuracy of 0.2. It can also be seen that the classifier does a slightly
better job in identifying pushbike movement which might suggest that pushbikes move
more similarly and are more distinguishable than other vehicle types. In fact, it is hard
for any trajectory distance metric to capture the similarities of trajectories of even the
same category as moving objects of the same vehicle type can move in different regions
far from each other thus geometrical distance based metric can be inaccurate.

4.5.

Transaction records and presence records

Movement captured by checkpoints can be seen as an abstraction of detailed trajectory
data that only objects appearance at fixed location or in fixed regions are considered while
the actual paths taken between anchor points are neglected. This type of abstraction
might be favored by classification problem that there are some regions or points are
more likely to be passed by certain types of vehicle, for example, regions with packed
streets are more likely to have small vehicles than large vehicles. For this experiment,
movement will be anchored to fixed points and regions, which classification will be based
on.
Movement instances will be represented as both transaction records and presence
records as they were captured by real transaction sensors and presence sensors. In order
to perform movement classification, one way is to transform movement records into feature vectors, in which each instance of movement need to provide the same number of
features for the classification algorithm to work with. Each piece of movement segment
consists of various number of records of either transaction or presence. However, the
total number of possible transaction sensors or presence sensors are fixed, which enables
movement records of various lengths to be represented as fixed number of features to
be further used by feature based classification algorithms. Specifically, we transform sequences of checkpoint records into binary vectors with each element meaning whether
the movement has passed a specific point or region regardless of sequence. Since the total
number of checkpoints in the study area is fixed, each movement sample will have the
same number of features. Among various feature based classification algorithms, we use
random forest classification (Breiman 2001) for this vehicle type classification problem
as it yields relatively good accuracy and does not require normalization when features
are in different scales. In the experiment, the study area is partitioned into 100 parts,
it requires 474 transaction sensors or 100 presence sensors in this particular case, which
means one instance of movement can be represented with either 474 attributes or 100
attributes. In total, 12356 instances of movement are used in the experiment, among
which 3089 instances of movement are used to test the accuracy of the classifier while
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the rest are used for classifier training.
Compared with the trajectory based classification, classification based on checkpoint
records gives better accuracy (with f1-score of 0.56 and 0.58 for transaction records and
presence records receptively) as shown in Figure 2. This does not indicate that checkpoint
records offer more useful information than trajectory counterpart as both data sources
and classifiers are different. However, checkpoint-based records offer a way to represent
movement of various lengths with vectors with fixed number of attributes so that feature
based classification can be applied.
The two kinds of movement presentations give similar classification statistics for every
category. Agreed with previous analysis, pushbike is the most distinguishable vehicle
type. However, large van can hardly be predicted with checkpoint-based classification
which is probably because large vans do not have specialty in terms of the places they have
been, instead, the classification based on trajectories did a slightly better job. It suggests
that not all movement patterns can be well captured by checkpoint-based movement
data. The abstraction from trajectory to checkpoint records does lose certain amount of
useful information.

4.6.

Augmented checkpoint features

Checkpoints are fixed sensors, not constrained by portability or battery life, they might
be more versatile than GPS recorders which does not only record coordinates and time.
Other features of movement might also be collected by those fixed sensors. In this experiment, we are going to demonstrate how associated features of movement can be used to
augment checkpoint-based movement representation.
For this experiment, we assume transaction sensor is able to detect the instant speed of
a passing vehicle while presence sensors have the information of how long one vehicle stays
in its detection range. These extra information is extracted from the original trajectory
data which is in the frequency of 10 seconds. It is relatively accurate to assume constant
speed between known points when trajectory data is as grained as 10 seconds. As a result,
transaction records will be accompanied by a list of speed which will be summarized as
10 speed features (speed of every 10 percentiles from 10 to 100) for classification. This
way speed lists of various lengths will form features of fixed length. Similarly, presence
records will be augmented with ‘average speed’, which takes the total length of streets in
a cordon region and divided by the time one spends in the region. This special definition
of average speed is applied as the true path one takes in a cordon region is most likely
unknown. With extra speed features, transaction records now have 484 attributes while
presence records have 110 attributes. Applying the same random forest classifier, the
classification results are given in Table 3.
Compared with the previous experiment, the classification accuracies for both representations are improved when speed features are provided. Specifically, for transaction
records, when instant speed is considered, the average f1-score reaches 0.62 from 0.56.
Classification based on presence records, augmented with speed profiles, is slightly improved with the f1-score raised from 0.58 to 0.61. This suggests that both point features
(e.g. instant speed) and area features (e.g. average speed) can be attached to checkpointbased movement, thus, provide more comprehensive profiles of movement.
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Figure 9. Classification with cordon network of various granularities

4.7.

Integration of transaction and presence

Till now transaction records and presence records gives really similar classification statistics with or without extra speed information. However, we believe the two perspectives
contain different and possibly complementary information as the two portraits movement
segments of different period. In this experiment, all features mentioned earlier, transaction related or presence related, will be considered for a single classification practice. If
presence records and transaction records do provide complementary information, collectively, they should be able to support better classification results. The accuracy matrix
of this experiment is given in Table 4.
It is clear that using the same random forest classifier combining transaction related
features with presence related features provides better classification accuracy (average
f1-score of 0.66) than either one independently (average f1-score of 0.62 and 0.61). This
suggests that the transaction perspective and the presence perspective are not duplicate
of each other as they can provide different yet complementary information. It also gives
the possibility for integrating transaction records and presence records even when they
are from different data sources.

5.

Discussion

In all previous experiments, the number of regions and the layout of transaction sensors
stayed unchanged as the case in the real world. However, it would be useful to explore how
classification result might change when more checkpoints are installed or some existing
checkpoints are out of service. Granularity of the cordon regions is a major factor that
affects the expressiveness of presence representation just as the number of transaction
sensors determines how much detail transaction representation can provide. Intuitively,
space partitioned into more smaller cordon regions is expected to give more detailed
information of an object’s movement when the movement is represented as a sequence
of regions. The granularity of cordon network is not only determined by the number of
checkpoints but also the layout of checkpoints as it is possible that even dense checkpoints
cannot cordon off a region.
An experiment is designed to explore the granularity factor and how that might affect
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movement classification. In the first test, the locations of transaction sensors are carefully
chosen so that every sensor separates two different regions. Different number of transaction sensors are fitted so that the study region is partitioned with different number
of parts. As can be seen from Figure 9 that having the study area being partitioned
into larger number of smaller regions offers more details of movement, thus being more
accurate in classification.
In the second test, we choose random edges to house certain number of transaction sensors regardless whether the sensors connect two different cordon regions. With the same
number of transaction sensors, different layouts of transaction sensors lead to different
cordon network thus have very different classification results (Figure 9). It can be seen
from the comparison between (a) and (b) in Figure 9 that random layouts usually form
cordon network with more cordon regions but still offers less accurate prediction when
classification is based on presence records. This is probably because that random layout
of transaction sensors are less uniform than when transaction sensors are arranged by
graph partition algorithms, which also explains the accuracy difference for classification
based on transaction records.
It is perfectly alright to put transaction sensors anywhere as the cordon network can
be represented with multi-graph with loops. However, the movement records can be more
capable when the sensors are put at key places in the effort of partition the space into
regions with similar size.

6.

Conclusion

A combination of region-based and point-based representation framework called cordon
network has been proposed in this work in order to better perceive checkpoint-based
movement data by augmenting it with environmental data to compensate the fact that
checkpoint-based movement data is usually coarse grained thus not informative enough
to support various movement analysis tasks. It is demonstrated that with the cordon
network framework, various queries are easy and efficient to perform while no expensive
spatial operation is required in most cases, which is a good start that more complicated
movement analysis process can be built upon. This work demonstrated the framework
with a specific application case — network-constrained movement monitored by transaction sensors. With the framework, presence records with extra area-based features like
’periodic speed’ statistics and transaction records attached with point-based features like
instant speed of a movement are extracted to provide unique perspectives of movement.
Based on these features, a classification task is carried out. The classification result shows
that the extra features can be embedded into movement representations in an intuitive
way but still provide a great amount of useful information for explaining movement
patterns. This opens possibility for integrating spatio-temporal events into movement
analysis, for example, by associating one moving object with an event when the object
passed the region where the event takes place during overlapping time interval.
The work is very much constrained by lacking of suitable datasets. Therefore, one
possible next step to take is to experiment with real checkpoint-based movement data and
various accessory data to fully explore the capability of this framework. This work shows
that transaction records and presence records can be transformed into each other without
major information loss when data is assumed to be collected from the same source.
However, it would be useful to develop a data integration method to use data collected
from transaction sensors and presence sensors that have different cordon networks. There
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is another major stream that this paper has not been able to cover – checkpoint-based
monitoring on movement in free space. For such case, datasets generated by presence
sensors like cell towers might be studied, practical problems might rise when fitting the
framework with those real datasets, e.g. overlapping sensing area.
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Algorithm 1: Cordon network generation algorithm
Data: Transportation network G = (V, E), sensor list S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }
Result: Cordon network Gc = (Vc , Ec )
1 initialization;
2 Q←∅ ;
3 grouplabel ← 1 ;
4 for each vertex u ∈ V do
5
group[u] ← Unassigned ;
6
7
8
9

for each edge e ∈ E do
hasSensor[e] ← F alse ;
for each sensor s ∈ S do
hasSensor[fSensorT oEdge (s)] ← T rue ;

19

choose a random sensor sstart ∈ S ;
(ux , uy ) ← fSensorT oEdge (sstart ) ;
ENQUEUE(Q, ux ) ;
ENQUEUE(Q, uy ) ;
while Q 6= ∅ do
from an unvisited node in Q, visit with breadth-first search until encountering
edges with sensors, all visited nodes will be marked with one label while nodes
on the other end of sensor edges are put into Q;
for each sensor s ∈ S do
(ux , uy ) ← fSensorT oEdge (s) ;
edge ← (group[ux ], group[uy ]) ;
Ec ← Ec ∪ edge ;

20

return (Vc , Ec )

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

large motorbike
large van
motorbike
pushbike
van
avg/total

precision
0.32
0.39
0.26
0.44
0.37
0.36

recall
0.33
0.39
0.20
0.52
0.38
0.36

f1-score
0.33
0.39
0.23
0.48
0.38
0.36

Table 1. Nearest neighbor classification with DTW on trajectories

support
100
100
100
100
100
500
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(a) Classification based on transaction records

large motorbike
large van
motorbike
pushbkie
van
avg/total

precision
0.56
0.18
0.61
0.84
0.52
0.57

recall
0.55
0.03
0.62
0.53
0.61
0.57

f1-score
0.55
0.04
0.62
0.65
0.56
0.56

support
914
117
989
172
897
3089

(b) Classification based on presence records

large motorbike
large van
motorbike
pushbike
van
avg/total

precision
0.59
0.23
0.61
0.83
0.57
0.59

recall
0.61
0.06
0.59
0.48
0.66
0.59

f1-score
0.60
0.09
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.58

support
914
117
989
172
897
3089

Table 2. Accuracy matrix for classification based on transaction records and presence records

(a) Classification based on transaction records with instant speed

large motorbike
large van
motorbike
pushbkie
van
avg/total

precision
0.60
0.46
0.64
0.84
0.64
0.63

recall
0.67
0.05
0.65
0.53
0.67
0.63

f1-score
0.63
0.09
0.64
0.65
0.66
0.62

support
914
117
989
172
897
3089

(b) Classification based on presence records with speed

large motorbike
large van
motorbike
pushbike
van
avg/total

precision
0.61
0.20
0.63
0.81
0.60
0.61

recall
0.67
0.03
0.60
0.45
0.70
0.62

f1-score
0.64
0.05
0.61
0.58
0.65
0.61

support
914
117
989
172
897
3089

Table 3. Accuracy matrix for classification based on checkpoint records with speed features

large motorbike
large van
motorbike
pushbike
van
avg/total

precision
0.64
0.32
0.66
0.92
0.67
0.66

recall
0.68
0.05
0.67
0.56
0.74
0.66

f1-score
0.66
0.09
0.67
0.70
0.70
0.66

support
914
117
989
172
897
3089

Table 4. Classification with both transaction related and presence related features

